PRESS RELEASE

We bring you the future of effective green heating in Fleet Heat - overnight electrical preheating that gives you full control over preheating costs, energy consumption and facilitates your traffic planning.

FleetHeat

FleetHeat is an automatic pre-heating management system which ensures that every vehicle in your depot is pre-heated to the desired start temperature.

By taking into account the temperature conditions and the vehicles timetable FleetHeat will use minimal energy consumption and lead to reduced emissions, and it all regulates automatically.

FleetHeat leads to fewer cancelled trips and reduced penalties. Wear and tear on the bus is decreased and the work for the traffic managers and depot personnel is made easier. The driver’s comfort is ensured from the beginning of the shift and passengers can be taken on a warm bus from the start of the route – positive for everything and everyone!

FleetHeat is a smart bus depot – welcome to visit us in Hall 2:213!

VEHTEC designs and produces energy efficient heating solutions and systems for the transportation industry.

With more than 30 years of experience from vehicle heating and with customers in more than 20 countries, VEHTEC has become a major player who works in the technological forefront with vehicle heating systems.

Vehtec has, through a strategy based on products, patents and trademarks such as VeForce and FleetHeat, a clear insight into the future requirements of energy-efficient and intelligent heating solutions.